Florence is the solution

Dynamic Design
Florence versatile™ 4C mailbox suites provide pre-configured mailbox and parcel locker modules in 12 heights.

Custom Configurations
Use our industry-unique Revit Configurator to build custom solutions.

On the cover:
Surface mount 4CADD-10 & 4CADS-04
White with engraved door ID
Pairs with 4CADS-2P for large parcels

florenceemailboxes.com/architects-toolkit
Recessed mount 4CADD-09 (left & right aisles)
Recessed mount 4C06-D-10 (center aisle)
Dark Bronze with engraved door ID
Pairs with 4CADS-2P & 4C06S-1P for large parcels
Add 4C10S-BIN for trash/recycling
FLORENCE IS SOPHISTICATED

FORM AND PRICE

Take the utilitarian to a work of art at a price point that’s on budget.
Recessed mount 4C14D-16
Silver Speck with engraved door ID
Pairs with 4C14S-2P for large parcels
Add 4C14S-BIN for trash/recycling

COMPLIANT

DESIGNING SOLUTIONS
Florence versatile™ 4C mailbox suites are designed to work with U.S. Postal Service and ADA installation requirements.
Surface-mount 4C11D-20
Surface-mount Collar SM11D
Dark Bronze with engraved door ID
Pairs with 4C11D-4P for large parcels
Add 4C11S-BIN for trash/recycling
FLORENCE IS ON TREND

CREATE
Form a space that pairs innovation with inspiration. Surface-mount collars are ideal for limited wall depth or material that’s difficult to cut into.
CONTRACTOR-FRIENDLY
Architects specify Florence versatile™ 4C mailboxes because they know they can rely on their quality and Florence service. Detailed drawings and install manuals written with the contract installer in mind helps insure the product goes in successfully for your client’s project.
Recessed mount 4C15D-18
Dark Bronze with engraved door ID
Pairs with 4C16S-3P for large parcels
Add 4C16S-BIN for trash/recycling
Housed in a custom-built structure to created an outdoor mailroom
Choices are plentiful when using Florence versatile™ 4C mailbox suites to design an outdoor mailroom.

Customize your design with one of eight durable architectural colors to either blend in or stand out in your design.
Florence Corporation is a source for both U.S. Postal Service and private carrier package solutions. Online purchases are part of our everyday lifestyle. Our products are designed to help ensure resident package deliveries stay safe until they return home.

Package Concierge® provides electronic package management solutions for apartments with the Premier and Express Locker series and Package Room Access Control System.

Paired with versatile™ USPS 4C compliant mailbox suites, Florence offers the complete mailroom amenity.
ARCHITECT RESOURCES
florencemailboxes.com/architects-toolkit

POWDERCOAT FINISH REFERENCE
Customize your Florence versatile™ 4C mailbox suites with one of 8 durable architectural colors to either blend in or stand out in your design.

Sandstone (7501C)
Black (Black 6C)
White (PMS White)
Antique Bronze (8622C)
Dark Bronze (Black 7C)
Silver Speck (877C)
Gold Speck (7-5C)
Postal Grey (413C)

Colors are representative of the actual powdercoat finish but are limited by printing conditions and may vary slightly from finished product. Pantone color numbers shown in parenthesis are for reference purposes. Color availability may change without notice.

COMPLIANCE
Florence versatile™ USPS STD-4C compliant mailboxes meet design, security and installation regulations to receive the designation USPS Approved.

Design mailrooms to ensure installation meets USPS, ADA and FHA Compliance as well as local codes.

Florence's versatile™ STD-4C mailboxes can also be used for private distribution.
Florence offers an industry-unique online Revit mailbox configurator you can use to create your own versatile™ 4C installation. This drag-and-drop tool helps guide you step-by-step and you have the option to submit it for a quote. We understand your time constraints and waiting on your products will never be an issue with formats you need: AutoCAD, BIM, 3D Revit, PDF.

SUPPORTING ARCHITECTS’ SPECIFICATION PROCESS

Florence offers an industry-unique online Revit mailbox configurator you can use to create your own versatile™ 4C installation. This drag-and-drop tool helps guide you step-by-step and you have the option to submit it for a quote. We understand your time constraints and waiting on your products will never be an issue with formats you need: AutoCAD, BIM, 3D Revit, PDF.
Powering your commercial & residential centralized mailbox solutions since 1934.

STD-4C Mailboxes
Cluster Box Units
Replacement Mailboxes
Accessories

FlorenceMailboxes.com
800.275.1747